Genomic characterization of a slow/low maedi visna virus.
The complete genomic sequence of a sheep lentivirus isolate that presents a slow/low phenotype in vitro has been determined. The virus, designated P1OLV, was isolated from lung cells of a naturally infected sheep in Portugal. Three overlapping DNA fragments amplified by PCR, and encompassing the entire viral genome were cloned and sequenced. This isolate has an overall similarity of approximately 80% with the K1514 Maedi Visna virus (MVV) and approximately 70% with the caprine arthritis encephalitis virus (CAEV) Co strain. Phylogenetic analysis based on SU and RT nucleotide sequences grouped P1OLV with previously reported ovine MVV. To determine the virus replication rate, sheep choroid plexus (SCP) and lung cells, macrophages (MØ), and goat synovial membrane (GSM) cells were inoculated with either P1OLV or with the lytic North American strain WLC-1. Viral RNA in culture supernatants was measured by one-tube real time quantitative RT-PCR. Significant differences were observed between the replication rates of the two viruses, with WLC-1 growing rapidly and to high levels in all the cells tested, while P1OLV replicated more slowly and to lower levels inducing persistent infections in lung and SCP cells. The U3 region of the LTR of P1OLV lacks the sequence repeats that are present in the LTRs of WLC-1 and MVV prototype K1514 and that contain additional binding sites for the AML(vis) transcriptional factor. To evaluate the contribution of LTR in the virus replication rate in vitro, we measured the basal activity of the promoter from P1OLV and WLC-1 in a luciferase-driven gene expression assay and lower levels of expression were achieved for P1OLV. The genetic and biological properties of P1OLV will be useful for the study of virus transcriptional factors and genes that may be responsible for the slow/low phenotype.